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1. Let f(z) be an entire function represented by the gap-Taylor series 
m 
c a,&, U-1) 
?S=O 
where A, = 0, and {A,},“=, is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. 
Using [ 11, p. 9-11, we can easily prove that the order p (0 < p < co) of 
f(z) is given by 
(1.2) 
The lower order 6 (0 < 6 < co) of an entire function f(z) is defined by 
PI, P. 13, 
6 ~ lim inf log log n/r(y> 
r-02 log Y 
= lim inf log log ~(‘) = lim inf log ‘(‘) 
r-tm log Y 1’@z log’ 
(1.3) 
where 
Jw) = F$T lf(4I 3 ~(4 = ~2; I a, I yAn, 
Y(Y) = max(h, 1 p(r) = 1 a, 1 rAn}. 
The result, which is analogous to (1.2), does not always hold for the lower 
order 6 as can be seen by the following 
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EXAMPLE. Let f(z) = C,“=l (z/A,JA*, where A, = 4, h,+r = 4”93 
(n = 1, 2,...). Then it is easily seen that the lower order 6 is equal to O while 
lim inf 42 1% ha n+m log 1 a, 1-r = I. 
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain results which give the lower 
order of the entire functionf(z) in terms of the coefficients II, and exponents 
A, . We shall suppose throughout that f( x is an entire function defined by ) 
the series (1.1). 
The methods of proof are related to those introduced by SM. Shah [2]. 
2. THEOREM 1. Letf(z) = Cr=, n a .dn be an entire function of lower order 
6 (0 < 6 < co). Then 
Proof. Since C 1 a, 1 is convergent, 1 a, 1 < 1 for n > n1 . Hence, if 
lim inf ‘, log ‘,-’ = e 
n+m log 1 a, 1-l ’ (2.2) 
we have 0 < B < co. First, let 0 < 6’ < CO; then for B > E > 0, 
for n > n, = n,(c). (2.3) 
Let 
for n = 1, 2, 3 )... . 
If n > n, and r, < r < r,+l, then 
log M(r) > log I a, I + A, log r 
b log I a, I + 4 log rn 
> A, log 2 = (+r+ log 2. 
so, 
log log M(r) > log log 2 + (6 - l ) log r,+l - (0 - c) log 2 
3 log log 2 + (8 - l ) log r - (e - l ) log 2. 
6 = lim inf log log M(r) > e 
r+oo log r ’ 
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which obviously holds when 0 = 0. If 0 = a, the above arguments with an 
arbitrarily large number in place of (0 - l ) give that 8 = vj. Hence, the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let f(.z) = x:“= n O a,++~ be an entire function of lower order 
6 (0 < 6 < co) such that y5, = log 1 a,/a,+l j/(hnA1 - A,) forms a nondecreasing 
function of n for n > no . Then 
6 = lim inf ‘, log ‘,-l 
924 log 1 a, 1-l . (2.4) 
Proof. Since by (2.1) and (2.2) 6 2 0, we need only prove 6 < 8. Since, 
by hypothesis, 
forms a nondecreasing function of n for n > no , #, > &-r for an infinite 
number of n; if otherwise, & = #n+l = .** ad infinitum for n > p, say, then 
the radius of convergence of (1.1) would be finite. &, tends to infinity with n. 
When I+$, > #,-r , the term a,$* becomes maximum term and we have 
cL(y) = I a, I yAn, V(Y) = A, for 
By (1.3), we have 
S = liminfv. 
r-cc 
Suppose first 0 < 6 < co; then v(r) > rser for r > y. = ro(e). Let 
jzl=r>r, and let Q,~z~~, and u,~z% (m, > n,; $nzl--l > Y,,) be two 
consecutive maximum terms so that m, < m2 - 1 and let m, < n < ma . 
Since u,lzAml is maximum term, we have V(Y) = Ami for $m,--l < log Y < Cm, . 
Hence, for every r in this interval Am1 = V(Y) > Ye+. In particular, 
Ll 1’ exp#,b,,, - 4 (6 - ~11 where 
Further, we have 
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Hence, 
Making use of (2.3, we get 
log I %zo I + log I 43 1-l < (&I - k&J (* + c) 
< (4 - Lo) ( ‘;gA;l + c) - 
Hence, for large n, 
which gives 
li?l;%up l%/~n/-l <r 
A, log A,-, ’ 6 - 
which holds when 8 = 0. If 6 = co, the above arguments give B = 00. Thus, 
(2.6) and (2.1) give (2.4). Hence, the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f(z) = WACO a$ An be an entire function of finite order 
such that (9 A = log I 4J~,+l I/&+I - An) forms a nondecreasing function 
of n for n > no and 
(ii) lim inf * = 0. n+m n 
Then f (z) is of lower order zero. 
COROLLARY 2. Letf(2) = c,“, n a & be un entire function of positive lower 
order such that conditions (i) and (ii) of Co~ollury I are satisfied. Then f (z) is 
of infinite order. 
409/3d2-7 
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